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Lycamobile top up shop near me

It's a very friendly network. Cheap calls. Interesting offers. I'd recommend it to everyone. A very nice network... I have had one SIM card for 2 years and I use a lot of special offers. I'm very happy, because I have good network coverage and cheap international calls. After I bought Lycamobile-UK SIM I had trouble activating data usage.
So I contacted Lycamobile customer service here on Facebook and it was the absolute best decision I could make. The excellent network, thanks to Lycamobile, can be in touch with my husband as she travels to Sweden. Thnx @LycamobileUK for free Sim supplied... Now it's customer serviceI pay almost nothing and I can talk to the
whole world. Thank you, Lycamobile, that you're in Poland. Amazing cheap prices with great coverage. Incredibly! Visit one of our partner's points of sale with your Polish ID card (map pobytu or dowód distinctivesty) or passport and sim card you want to register. Where to register? Registration will be possible at our partner's numerous
points of sale. Level Contributor 71 posts 38 reviews 19 useful voices where can I buy lyca mobile sim ? 8 years ago Hello Will arrives in Rome Termini 3. morning and I want to buy a lyca mobile sim card , it is usually cheap to make phone calls to international calls... In the UK, the Lyca mobile sim is free and can be used with a minimum
top-up of £5 Is it the same in Italy? if you can someone suggest where I can buy in about terms area Thank You Level Contributor 37,771 posts 29 reviews 47 useful votes 1. Re: where can I buy lyca mobile sim ? Eight years ago every SIM card working in the UK would also have worked in Italy. There would be no need to buy a new one.
However, I think your Lyca SIM would be very expensive to use in Italy, as you would wander internationally. I suggest you buy an Italian SIM card. They cost 10 euros, and that includes the first 5 euros of the loan. After that, you can top it for only 5 euros. There are several telephone shops inside Termini station. Two are on the lower
level of the hall, and there is a TIM store at the train level, in the main hall. If you also need internet access from your phone, you can add a weekly data plan, without a contract, for about 2.50 euros. This gives you 250 mb of high-speed data to use in the week and then proceeds to low-speed data. The plan is automatically renewed,
taking 2.50 out of the credit on the SIM card. If you want to add a data plan, you should probably add a SIM card immediately, for at least 5 euros. There are also more expensive SIM cards that allow you to store thousands of phone numbers, but do not let anyone sell you one of these, unless, of course, you will store them so much.
Edited: 8 years ago Level Contributor 71 posts 38 reviews of 19 useful votes 2. Re: where can I buy lyca mobile sim ? 8 years ago thank you if you can also tell me if microSim for iphone 4 is easy near the term? Level Level 37,771 post 29 reviews of 47 useful votes 3. Re: where can I buy lyca mobile sim ? 8 years ago it should be
available in any of the phone stores in Termini station. I would have a slight preference for TIM or Vodafone as providers, as they are both reliable and have good coverage. I can't remember if I saw the Vodafone store in the station, but I know there is a TIM store. Level Contributor 1 post 15 reviews 3 useful voices 4. Re: where can I buy
lyca mobile sim ? Eight years ago the worst mobile server I've ever used, and even the worst customer service. Those coverage is poor and on top of that so many hidden accusations. When you contact their customer service, they keep you on hold for years and don't always come up with some unjustified explanation. They never accept
your request and have no refund at all. I'm done with that, you make your choice. 1 post 1 review 2 useful votes 5. Re: where can I buy lyca mobile sim ? Eight years ago keep your money they're a waste of space, time and money if yours in Ireland I'll let you have a few that I keep as DECORATIONS. 6. Re: where can I buy lyca mobile
sim ? 8 years ago -:- Message from Tripadvisor staff -:-This post was designated as inappropriate by the Tripadvisor community and was removed. To review tripadvisor forum publishing guidelines, follow this link: staff can also remove posts that do not follow our publishing guidelines and we reserve the right to remove any post for any
reason. Thank you for being part of the Tripadvisor travel community! 7. Re: where can I buy a lyca mobile sim ? 7 years ago -:- Message from Tripadvisor staff -:-Tripadvisor staff removed this post either because the author requested it, or because it did not meet Tripadvisor's forum guidelines. To view the Tripadvisor Forum Publishing
Guidelines, follow this link: remove posts that do not follow our publishing guidelines and we reserve the right to remove any post for any reason. 1 post 8. Re: where can I buy lyca mobile sim ? 7 years ago Please where can I get a lyca sim card to buy in pistoia or firenze? I really need that many 1 post 9. Re: where can I buy lyca mobile
sim ? Six years ago, I lived here in Milan, Italy. where can I buy a lyca mobile sim card? Contributor level 37,771 posts 29 reviews 47 useful votes 10. Re: where can I buy lyca mobile sim ? Six years ago why do you want this Lyca sim card? Have you read answer number 1-7 above? If you use your phone in Italy and sometimes in the
rest of Europe, you're better off with an Italian SIM card. With my Italian SIM card, I can call anywhere in Europe or the U.S. for 20 cents a minute. When I travel to the rest of Europe, I can get 200 minutes of calls, 200 texts and 500 mb turnover for 10 € per week. If I don't want that much, there are even cheaper roaming plans. Visit one of
our partner's points of sale with your Polish ID ID (map pobytu or dowód persy) or passport and sim card you want to register. Where to register? Registration will be possible at our partner's numerous points of sale. Sale.
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